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Luwin wants to be a faster turtle! Can you help him?
As he journeys through the story, only one goal is in mind… 
beat, the other turtle, Jimia!

Here is your navigator.
Chose option 1 or option 2 to continue the story or 
press next page if there are no options.
If you do not like your option then press the home 
button to restart the story or the back button to 
go to the last page.
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Page 3 3.. 2.. 1! Go! Luwin raced off but Jimia was 
faster. He overtook Luwin and won the race. 
“Get out of here! You're a loser!” Jimia and 
some other turtles taunted. If only I could be 
faster he thought.
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Page 4 Luwin decided to train to beat Jimia, but there 
was a problem, he didn’t know how to train! Luwin 
was just too disappointed and decided to give up.

The end
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Page 5 Luwin searched the ‘turtle onlinenet ’ There was a 
lady with a cruel smile and crooked yellow teeth but 
he could get faster! Why not? That was the last 
thought in luwins little head until… WAIT ITS 
ILLEGAL!
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Page 6 Luwin thought that he has come this far so why not? 
With that attitude the lady knocked him out. When 
Luwin woke up, a tingling feeling absorbed his body 
and suddenly he was teleported to the school again. 
What a great opportunity it was! Luwin rushed to the 
oval where Jimia was training.
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Page 7 “Lets race!” He shouted and as Jimia lined up the 
tingling zapped, then… ZOOM! He sped off, beating the 
other turtle by a shellometre!
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Page 8 “How?” Said the turtle, Luwin beamed, “How, are you so 
dumb? You thought you could beat me? NEVER! I was 
just going easy and wasn’t even trying! You’re such a 
loser you should change your name to ‘Lu-lose’! And with 
that, Luwin sped off, tears streaming down his face.
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Page 9 Luwin sprinted back to the lady’s shack but when 
he got to the door…. She stormed out and cursed 
him! Luwin’s tingling sensation got more intense 
and soon he was as small as an ant!
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Page 10 A shower will stop him from being fast right? Nope! 
Getting clean was just the first step and Luwin didn’t 
know the next one. He tried getting dirty, lifting 
weights and especially walking slow but nothing 
worked! There was one thing he could do but it would 
take courage!
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Page 11 He had to confess! Luwin went to the town and stood on a 
table, a big ‘humpf’ cleared his voice then with newly found 
confidence Luwin said:
“I need to share something bad that I did to all of you, I did 
something illegal and I feel guilty. I just wanted to confess and 
get this all over with!”
All of the onlookers didn’t care but soon the tingling was gone!
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Page 12 He booked an appointment and made sure that the turtler 
alarm was set. Luwin walked into the doctor's office, slowly, 
and was absolutely sure that this will work! 
“Hello Luwin, I’m sure that I can solve your problem! Just 
have these pills, but don’t take them everyday OR ELSE!
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Page 13 Luwin gulped two in his mouth at once until his 
legs, arms, tail and longing to be faster started 
shaking uncontrollably until they gave out. Soon 
his whole body was viciously shuddering. Luwin’s 
heart was already broken so instantly his body 
shriveled up and died.
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Page 14 Listening to the doctor was a good decision, until he raced 
Jimia again. 
ZOOM! He ran at the speed of a lion, beating the other turtle 
by a  whole pizza!
“How?” Said Jimia, Luwin beamed, “How, are you so dumb? You 
thought you could beat me? NEVER! I was just going easy and 
wasn’t even trying! You’re such a loser you should change your 
name to ‘Lu-lose’! And with that, Luwin sped off, tears 
streaming down his face. He needed revenge.
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Page 15 Revenge was only thing on his mind and as the 
rage took over, he slipped a pill into each of the 
turtle drinks. They won’t even notice until they 
are as fast as me! He thought.
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Page 16 A few hours passed, Luwin had just woken up from his nap 
when a scream came from the other shells.
 “IM SPEEDING!” One screamed happily while the others 
were more concerned. He listened happily until the loudest 
voice of all boomed over. 
“LUWIN!” Suddenly, he realised that maybe this wasn’t the 
best idea.
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Page 17 He ignored them but the taunts kept recurring 
with new and different stories until, it got so 
uncontrollably that Luwin moved to a new 
school. Still he was getting teased and decided 
to just give up in the quest.
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Page 18 “LUWIN! Thank you so much for making me fast! I love it! And so 
does everyone else!” Had he just become a hero? Yes!
“Now we go and take over the humans and here is the plan…” He 
announced to newly fast turtles. They swarmed the towns, 
chewing on everything ,not normal, they could get their hands on. 
A light post, yes! A car, yes! A leaf, no!
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Page 19 The turtle empire grew by day and eventually all 
humans had either, disappeared under suspicious 
circumstances or been driven away by the turtle’s jaw. 
Luwin became the, amazing, king and created the first 
fast camp, where hatchlings went to take the pills and 
become fast.
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Page 20

Thank you for reading!
Try again? 


